Crafton Hills College
Curriculum Committee

Monday, November 13, 2017
2:00 pm – CCR 233

Members: Kim Salt (Chair)(I), Brandi Bailes (I), Robert Brown, Kirsten Colvey, Troy Dial, Kenneth George (I), Laurie Green (I), Kristina Heilgeist, Catherine Hendrickson, Rick Hogrefe (II), Shohreh Rabarnia (II), Miriam Saadeh, Michael Sheahan (II), Mark Snowhite, Michelle Tinoco

Have general curriculum questions? Go to: http://www.curriculum.cc.ca.us

1. Approval of Minutes October 23, 2017

2. Action Items

**COURSE MODIFICATIONS**

a. **CSCI 110 Introduction to Computer Science I (C++) (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)**
   Originator Margaret Yau
   **Rationale:** To indicate that the course uses the C++ language
   **Prerequisite:** MATH 102 or MATH 160 or eligibility for MATH 250 as determined through the Crafton Hills College assessment process
   DE Approval

b. **CSCI 120 Introduction to Computer Science II (C++) (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)**
   Originator Margaret Yau
   **Rationale:** To indicate that the course uses the C++ language
   **Prerequisite:** CSCI 110
   DE Approval

c. **CSCI 230 Data Structures and Algorithms (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)**
   Originator Margaret Yau
   **Rationale:** To indicate that the course uses the Java language
   **Prerequisite:** CSCI 120
   **Departmental Recommendation:** Successful completion of CSCI 200
   DE Approval

d. **MARKET 106 Retail Management (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)**
   Originator Kenneth George
   **Rationale:** DE addendum only
   **Departmental Recommendation:** Eligibility for ENGL 101
   DE Approval

e. **MATH 102 College Algebra (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)**
   Originator Sherri Wilson
   **Rationale:** In order to meet the CID requirements for college algebra liberal studies and college algebra for STEM a substantial amount of additional material needed to be added to the content of MATH 102. With the additional material the hours needed to cover the material needs to be increased to the equivalent of a 5-unit course. This additional material was added in the last modification, and although the department has tried, the material cannot be covered in the number of hours allowed for a 4-unit course.
   **Prerequisite:** MATH 095 or eligibility for MATH 102 as determined through the Crafton Hills College assessment process
   DE Approval

f. **MATH 110 Introduction to Probability and Statistics (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)**
   Originator Brandi Bailes
   **Rationale:** DE addendum only
   **Prerequisite:** MATH 085 or MATH 095 or eligibility for MATH 110 as determined through the Crafton Hills College assessment process
   **Departmental Recommendation:** Concurrent enrollment in MATH 117
   DE Approval
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g. **MATH 995L Intermediate Algebra** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Sherri Wilson
   **Rationale:** With the new math placement policies and accelerated courses students taking 095 will no longer have opportunity to take prerequisite courses. Substantial data shows that co-requisite courses such as this course with the just in time review to be far more successful than prerequisite courses
   **Corequisite:** MATH 095

h. **RELIG 100 Introduction to Religious Studies** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator T.L. Brink
   **Rationale:** DE addendum only
   **Prerequisite:** ENGL 015 or eligibility for ENGL 101 as determined through the Crafton Hills College assessment process
   **DE Approval**

i. **RUS 101 College Russian I** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Marina Kozanova
   **Rationale:** 6 year revision

j. **RUS 102 College Russian II** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Marina Kozanova
   **Rationale:** 6 year revision
   **Prerequisite:** RUS-101

k. **POLIT 100 American Politics** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Steve Hellerman
   **Rationale:** DE addendum only
   **Departmental Recommendation:** Successful completion of ENGL 101 or ENGL 101H
   **DE Approval**

l. **SOC 130 Marriage, Family and Intimate Relationships** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Julie McKee
   **Rationale:** Update and DE addendum
   **Departmental Recommendation:** Successful completion of SOC 100 or SOC 100H and Eligibility for ENGL 101
   **DE Approval**

m. **SOC 141 Race, Ethnicity and Diversity** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Julie McKee
   **Rationale:** Update and add 141H
   **Departmental Recommendation:** Successful completion of SOC 100 or SOC 100H Eligibility for ENGL 101
   Eligibility for MATH 090

n. **SPAN 019 Spanish for Medical Personnel I** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Marina Kozanova
   **Rationale:** 6 year revision

o. **SPAN 020 Spanish for Medical Personnel II** *(to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Marina Kozanova
   **Rationale:** 6 year revision
   **Prerequisite:** SPAN 019

Have general curriculum questions?     Go to:  http://www.curriculum.cc.ca.us
NEW COURSES

p. MATH 902L Intermediate Algebra (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Sherri Wilson
   Need for the Course: As research has shown the basic skills path to transfer level courses has a very low
   through put rate, below 5% of students starting in basic skills classes. Placing students
   into higher level courses with co-requisite support courses has shown to have a
   significantly higher through put rate of over 40%. This course is designed to give the
   background and support that enable students to complete their college level transfer
   class in one semester with the appropriate review.
   Corequisite: MATH 102
   Prerequisite: MATH 095 or eligibility for MATH 902L as determined through the Crafton Hills College
   assessment process

q. PHIL 110 Introduction to Logic (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Jeff Cervantes
   Need for Course: This course is associate degree applicable, satisfies the associate degree general
   education requirement for critical thinking, and is a requirement for the AA in philosophy
   and the AA-T. This courses transfers to CSU.
   DE Approval

r. SOC 141H Race, Ethnicity and Diversity-Honors (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in
   CurricUNET)*
   Originator Julie McKee
   Rationale: Update and DE addedum
   Departmental Recommendation: Acceptance into the College Honors Institute

COURSE DELETIONS

s. CIS 114 C++ Programming I (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
   Originator Margaret Yau
   Rationale: This course is replaced by CSCI 110

 t. CIS 116 C++ Programming II (to see course outline go to SEARCH, COURSES in CurricUNET)*
    Originator Margaret Yau
    Rationale: This course is replaced by CSCI 120

PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

u. EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN – I CERTIFICATE (to see course outline go to SEARCH, PROGRAMS in CurricUNET you are looking for the pending one)*
   Originator Jim Holbrook

v. PROGRAMMING CERTIFICATE (to see course outline go to SEARCH, PROGRAMS in CurricUNET you are
   looking for the pending one)*
   Originator Margaret Yau
   Rationale: Remove CIS 114 and CIS 116 and Include CSCI 110 and CSCI 120 with new titles.

4. Operational Issues

Next Meeting: November 27, 2017 2:00 pm – Room CCR 233

Have general curriculum questions? Go to: http://www.curriculum.cc.ca.us